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Sunday in Cape Town…it’s hot… 

This is a lovely time of the year in Cape Town.  It can get very hot in January but this next few weeks gives us 
30° temperatures and plenty of sun. 

For those of you who wrote in and suggested places for Sue and I to go to on our 40th it looks as if it’s likely to 
be a cruise down the Nile and Lake Nasser…politics and safety issues notwithstanding.  Booking early always 
gets you a good price but in such a volatile area it’s maybe best to wait…I’ll have to check the T&Cs of the 
various holidays on offer.  Abercrombie and Kent are top of the list at the moment. 

Second on the list is Shiwa N’gandu in Zambia.  This is just one of the great unknown places to visit.  I bet 
you’ve never heard of it.  I went there once and was blown away by it.  Check it out here:  
http://www.shiwangandu.com/  and also http://www.shiwasafaris.com/  Kapishya Hot Springs is in the grounds 
and the two Harvey brothers run them.  We could also visit North Luangwa which is one of the best game 
areas in Africa.  Maybe that’s one for another year. 

So…Western Province won yesterday and I’ve already got my ticket for the final next week. 

I contacted Amazon about the non arrival of my Sopranos disks and they immediately agreed to courier a 
replacement.  That’s one of the reasons I do business with Amazon.  Whatever it costs them will soon be 
recovered.  They have always given me excellent service. 

The biannual migration of coffee shops occurs this week.  We move from our indoor Winter hosts to our 
outdoor Summer hosts.  Our Summer location is Chart Farm…the verandah there is lovely when the Sun is 
shining. 

So…nothing of great merit this week and sometimes that’s exactly how we like our time to pass. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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19th October 2014 

Dad’s Army arrived this week and it’s a joy to watch. 

 

I also bought the Hairy Biker’s Curry book.  I downloaded it as an e-book and like it so  much I ordered the paper 

copy. 

 

I’ve just found that I can now afford a 1TB SSD drive for my laptop.  I’ll get it at Christmas when I’m in the US. 

LENOIR CITY, Tenn. (AP) — A Tennessee woman who fell behind on her yard work was cited by code enforcers 

and has served a stint in jail over her overgrown yard. 

Karen Holloway tells WVLT (http://bit.ly/1w6Nzkr) that the issue started in the summer, when the city sent a 

citation. She admits she didn't properly maintain her yard in Lenoir City in East Tennessee and says it had 

overgrown trees and bushes, but she says she didn't deserve jail time. She says she fell behind because of 

personal family issues. 

The station reports that Judge Terry Vann heard the case last week and handed down a five-day jail sentence but 

amended it Tuesday to six hours. 

Holloway turned herself in Tuesday at the jail. 
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Customers and risk... 

 
Customers and buyers generally are pretty risk conscious.  People don’t like to spend their 
money without thought and planning and they need to understand and limit the risks involved. 
 
I’m also in that category and I value the chance to sample a book before I need to make the 
purchase decision.  Browsing in a bookshop is what we’re used to but you can now do that online 
as well. 
 
In my business we offer potential clients a free permission for one of our inventories to allow them 
to understand the concepts involved and sample the process.  I know that this has created 
goodwill and has won us business. 
 
Don’t look at free samples and similar as money wasted.  Always try to limit the perception of risk 
in the eyes of the buyer and you can factor into your pricing an element of samples and free 
issues. 
 
This also allows your marketing to be more targeted because instead of giving a prospective 
customer a hard sell you can offer them a sample and let them make up their mind in their own 
time. 
 
Customers hate the hard sell and they hate risk.  Understand this well and see what you can do 
to make your product or service an easy buy. 
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Cockroach Plans 

In all activities in life and especially in negotiations you need a Cockroach plan. 
 
When the bomb drops and plague breaks out you can be sure that the one group that will survive 
will be cockroaches. 
 
I have several cockroach plans in my mind so that whatever contingency occurs I can rest 
assured that I’ll survive at worst and profit at best. 
 
As the saying goes:  “Hope for the best and plan for the worst.” 
 
I do believe that I’m the author of this title of simple thinking.  In your job, negotiation or business 
always ensure that you survive.  You don’t get to the long run unless you survive the short run. 
 
Be a cockroach! 
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